HUNGRY SEAMEN GROW INTO ALL COAST SEA PORTS

But Ships Are Shaking Only Recently established government agencies on the West Coast are providing aid to 5,000 hungry seamen, but the number has increased to a total of 10,000 as more and more seamen arrive at the West Coast. The West Coast government agencies have been providing aid to 3,000 seamen, but the number has increased to a total of 5,000 as more and more seamen arrive at the West Coast.
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10.000 HARLAN MINERS EVICTED

The Sign That Doesn't Come Down

The temptation is great, but the workers are determined to carry on against the worst oppression in mining history.

FRAGMENTS FROM THE SOLDIERS' MESS

The fighting parents of those children made endeavor to keep them from this scene, but, what force is behind such endeavor when thousands of children are there? They suffer. Their sorrows are ours.

A.W.I.U. 110 Prepares Big Drive

The children are there. They suffer. Their sorrows are ours.

MILITIA FIRE UPON SWEDISH STRIKERS

Five killed and several wounded when militia called to protect strikers from police. General Strike Follows and the Demands of Strikers Are Granted.

PROMPT ACTION OF I. W. W. STOPS COLD, WAGE CUT

C.P.A. & O. Decided That "Nothing Is To Be Gained" by Wage Cut. This and General Strike Follows and the Demands of Strikers Are Granted.

The children are there. They suffer. Their sorrows are ours.

HUNGRY CHILDREN ARE DENIED THE FRAGMENTS FROM THE SOLDIERS' MESS

U. M. W. of A. Prairie Local Judge Who Evicted Miners From Picketing and Fails To Support Miners In Any Way While Their Struggle Continues To Carry On Against the Worst Oppression In Mining History.

BRUTES MAKE WAR ON HUNGRY CHILDREN

Cousin Colored Orders Removal of Food Destroyed To Prevent Hungry Children From Getting It.

The children are there. They suffer. Their sorrows are ours.
The Red Wind Comes

Behind political power lies an industrial power which is the outcome of the economic organization and the industrial structure of the economic organization. This includes the political economy of the industrial structure and the political economy of the economic organization. Behind the political power lies an industrial power which is the outcome of the economic organization and the industrial structure of the economic organization.
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JURY ACQUITS
FOUR UNION MEN IN SACRAMENTO

State's Evidence Is Dis-Maligned; They Are Exonerated; Three Join Jury Out of the Court House

SACRAMENTO, Calif., May 31—After 40 days of deliberation, the jury in the trial of four South Dakota miners found these union men not guilty of sabotage charges, and Judge Thomas S. Hunt himself tackled the jury with a parting shot.

"The jury is released, and I charge you, gentlemen of the jury, with the responsibility of your decision in this case. For you are the representatives of the people."

SACRAMENTO, Calif., May 31—After 40 days of deliberation, the jury in the trial of four South Dakota miners found these union men not guilty of sabotage charges, and Judge Thomas S. Hunt himself tackled the jury with a parting shot.

"The jury is released, and I charge you, gentlemen of the jury, with the responsibility of your decision in this case. For you are the representatives of the people."

WASHINGTON, June 1—The industrial 10 million workers get $15,229,161,629.

The War Production Board has announced that 10 million workers get $15,229,161,629.

The War Production Board has announced that 10 million workers get $15,229,161,629.

Roger Babson vs. Karl Marx

The Contradiction Between Socialized Production and Individual Enterprise

By DANIEL HORSLEY

All over the world a paradox confronts the bourgeoisie. Everywhere you go you get a feeling that the new age is at hand; everywhere you can see the outline of a dream, a dream of a better world. Everywhere you can see the shadow of a new society, a society where the individual is free to develop his own individuality, a society where the individual is free to develop his own individuality.

The world is a little physical, fitting the human animal to its purposes.

On the one hand is the bourgeoisie, who stand in the way of that dream.
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"Post-Mortem"

Factory-Girls Preserve the Ashes of Their Former Boss in a Glass Urn Just to Show Appreciation.

By Paul Klins

There was a little gray-green factory in a small town in Michigan. The owner was a bachelor. There were a dozen young clerks, all of them with the same hair color, and a dozen young girls, including the girls' former employer.

One of the girls was a popular figure among the workers. She was a good talker, and always had something interesting to say. She enjoyed telling stories about her past, and was always willing to share them with others. She was also very good at getting along with people, and was always willing to help others out when they needed it.

Another of the girls was a quiet one. She didn't like talking much, but she was always there to lend a helping hand. She was very good at her job, and was always willing to help others out when they needed it.

The third girl was a very clever one. She was always thinking up ways to get ahead, and was always looking for ways to improve her lot in life. She was very good at her job, and was always willing to help others out when they needed it.

The girls all worked hard, and were very good at their jobs. They were all very pleased with their work, and were always willing to do their best to make the factory a success.

The owner of the factory was a hard one. He was always looking for ways to cut costs, and was always trying to get the girls to work harder. He was always looking for ways to improve the factory, and was always willing to do anything to make it a success.

The girls all liked working for the owner, and were always willing to do their best to make the factory a success.
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